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Abstract 

Islam is a monotheistic religion. Tawhid is both theoretical and practical. Social justice aspects 
of practical unity. 's God justice is realized by execution. The implementation and realization 
of the divine laws of Islam requires the formation and execution device. God's religion 
executive "Islamic State" called and duties it would like the documents we discovered 
Islam. The discovery and extraction of resources can take place and how the approach can be 
realized? This research project 17 approach to achieve the function of government in Islam, the 
methodology and approach to mining duties of the State of revelation, traditions and laws 
Passed in use and Several Quranic verses and traditions and principles of the constitution of 
the Islamic Republic of Iran Their analysis content and pays duties Islamic rule 
to descriptions, Explanations and category. This approach provides greater certainty and can 
be used during the period of absence. Obliged to implement the Revelation results show the 
government is The Islam in all aspects of life and society, and accordingly should be 
prayer. Donations collected and its use. Pay People to settle claims. The implementation of a 
Revelation to explain Completing the economic, social, religious, political, military and 
cultural needs of the poor and Oppressed and organize individual and Islamic society to support 
and implement justice in all aspects. Islamic State during the absence of all the duties of the 
Prophet (PBUH) is the Revelation. Faqih state under the rule of the Islamic State of Justice all 
tasks at the time of the Imams (AS) have few other exceptions. The tasks are categorized in 
Islamic texts. 
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Introduction 
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It is human instinct (Motahari, one faith, p. 28) and the potential nature as well. (Motahari, one 
in the Qur'an, p. 75) people should be trained (Motahari, education in Islam, p. 12) and their 
potential to actualize it. (Motahari, Ethics, p. 19) Islam is the last divine religion (Motahari, the 
end of Prophecy and Prophecy, p. 2) which reads to run. (Motahari, revelation and prophecy, 
p. 76), and human creation goals Your (Motahari, the purpose of man's creation, p. 14) reaches 
a pre-defined divine plan for human beings is realized. (Motahari, Divine Justice, 
p. 145) (Motahari, Tow Heed, p. 98) 

Islam has the government. (Imam Khomeini, the Islamic State, p. 12) that targets the Islamic 
state on the objectives of the prophets (AS) is drawn (Motahari, revelation and prophecy, P. 
67) And the Islamic State's duties. (Aliahmadi Jeshfaghani, comparison of reasons, conditions, 
obligations and rights leadership and authority, pp. 164-184) "All people, all human beings 
government Islamic and reinforcement they until the can, marshalling justice do." (Imam 
Khomeini, scripture the revolution, Vole. 17, P. 528) is one of the most important tasks of the 
Islamic State, Islam is the duty of the government to implement Islamic law. (Ahmad Amin, 
Zohya al-Islam, p. 212) 

One of the tasks of government is to maintain Anfal. "That Anfal from it prophet been is and 
so from it majesty at but order and successor him." (Moqaddas Ardabili, Majmua OL Faydeh 
VA al-Burhan, vole. 4, p. 340) (Ibn Idris, al Sarayer, Vole. 1, pp. 497- 498)The government 
must keep and management are some of the property. Estate governmental to two the part major 
division by: land Abad lands the conquered; grounds arid lands the conquered. Some of the 
Islamic state property are: land endowment, Beaches Sea; valleys and Peaks Mountains; Sfayay 
kings, mines and waters. Mines including from metals that capability fusion become have like 
gold, silver, lead, copper, iron and what those that fluid and quasi fluid are like oil and mercury 
and what mines solid, all at the ruling Islamic is and government, or own they and extraction 
and or it that to the part private the left. At each now interests them at way materials public to 
consumption arrives. Contains rivers and lake s. (Imam Khomeini, Tahreer Al Vassal, Vole. 2, 
p. 216) khums in Islam, the imam (AS) and part of the fifth imam (AS) (Koline Osule Kafi, 
Vole.1, p. 544, Hadis. 7) and fey' for imam (AS) is the multiplier of wealth in the hands of the 
rich to avoid. (Hashr, 7) "This command is God's servant Ali Imam (AS) to Malik bin Harith 
al-Ashtar, when he was governor of Egypt to taxes where to collect and enemies to fight and 
to reform the people pitfalls and cities and achievements Abad makes it." (Faiz al-Nahj al-
Balaghah, p. 991) 

But how and with what approach to governing duties of Islam during prophet Muhammad 
(PBUH), during the imams (AS) and the time of the lesser occultation (vice four times) and in 
the absence of the rule of the supreme leader and discovered just believers? Is it possible to 
recognize the size of government and its functions are categorized? 

 

Discuss 

The duties of an Islamic state in four different stages can be investigated. The steps are as 
follows: A. in the era of the Prophet (PBUH) B. During the Imams minor occultation and the 
four vice period (AS) D. In the era of absence of the rule of the supreme leader Adel. In the 
recent period of testing different approaches for the discovery and extraction of Islam and the 
Muslim ruler can be found. 

 

Research questions 



Approach to achieve the task in the absence of the Supreme Leader of the Islamic ruling 
mean? In Islamic texts, verses and hadith which of the supreme duties during the absence? In 
what way can we achieve these tasks? 

 

Definitions Research 

Section NGOs 

Types company and institutes, organization and institutions, organizations and community and 
the population and focus and councils that has license legal to activity are, to excluding ministry 
institutes and company of governmental subject (1), (2) and (3) of the act management services 
state and institutions general ngos that more from fifty percent the budget yearly they from 
location references governmental supply the be. (Regulations at Article 22 at the Law on Civil 
Service Management, Article 1, 2010) 

Institute Applicant 

Person legal ngos that volunteer performance or executive sectional from tenure of device of 
executive at format Article 22 of the law management services state is. (Regulations of Article 
22 at the Law on Civil Service Management, Article 1, 2010) 

Institute Moderator 

Party legal ngos that at format Article 22 of the law management services state and other rules 
and regulation related, performance sectional from tenure of device executive and bear the 
place. (Regulations of Article 22 at the Law on Civil Service Management, Article 1, 2010) 

Contract Volume 

Contractual that according to activity specified, volume work main, price each the unit work 
and price total, to way transparent and specified signed the be.  (Regulations of Article 22 at 
the Law on Civil Service Management, Article 1, 2010) 

Union's staff out by from state of category from company of cooperative 

That take stock owners it staff government been and so from communicated this religion letter 
and before from retirement, relation recruitment own and from way to excluding retirement 
and laying off with device executive own cut done have. (Regulations of Article 22 at the Law 
on Civil Service Management, Article 1, 2010) 

Buy Service 

State that device, services intended own and from institutes' executive purchase the the witho
ut the the force human or the 
equipment andfeatures shares institutes mentioned the data is.  (Regulations of Article 22 at 
the Law on Civil Service Management, Article 1, 2010) 

Partnership at Presentation Service 

Case that device all or sectional from the equipment and facilities required to presentation 
services and shares institutes executive placed and services intended and from institutes 
executive purchase. (Regulations of Article 22 at the Law on Civil Service Management, 
Article 1, 2010) 

Assignment Management 



Case that device all the equipment, facilities and references human required to presentation 
services and shares institutes executive the data and institutes executive with management 
correct and effective collection, services intended device executive and presentation the they 
and device executive cost services management institutes executive and the payment the a 
. (Regulations of Article 22 at the Law on Civil Service Management, Article 1, 2010) 

 

The approach of extracting Islamic government functions during absence 

Islamic State of duties and rights in four different rounds: A. In the era of the Prophet (PBUH). 
B. During the Imams (AS) C. Four deputies in the age of the minor occultation periods D. In 
the era of absence. (Period of Adel Faqih) To extract the functions of government during the 
rule of the jurisprudent and the major occultation of imam Mahdi (AS) can be used following 
approaches: Islamic State of text mining approach tasks Islamic revelation and Islamic 
traditions 

1. Mining approach tasks Islamic State of Islam 

2. Mining approach from the perspective of comparative profiling of the Islamic State Islamic 
sects 

3. Mining approach tasks Islamic State of goals Prophets (AS) 

4. Mining approach tasks Islamic State of prophets (AS) 

5. Islamic State of extraction approach tasks of teaching, psychological and Prophet Muhammad 
Khatami Page 

6. Islamic State duties extraction approach of the Life of Imam Ali (AS) 

7. The approach of the apocalypse and mechanism as mining duties Islamic State of teachings 

8. Islamic State of conducts mining approach tasks Solomon (AS) 

9. Mining approach from the teachings of Islamic jurisprudence, Islamic State duties 

10. Mining approach tasks Islamic State Islamic Sciences 

11. Mining approach tasks Islamic State of mysticism, Tarbiat and Islamic Ethics 

12. Mining approach tasks Islamic State of beliefs and Islamic theology. 

13. Mining approach tasks Islamic State of logic and philosophy 

14. Mining approach and menu functions Islamic State of spirit of Islam 

15. Mining approach tasks Islamic State of rules of Islamic jurisprudence. 

 

Research Methodology 

Various methods of achieving the tasks Islamic leader and the Islamic state can be found. One 
method of extraction approach and duties of the supreme Islamic leader of the Islamic Verses 
is text. In this research from a variety of perspectives, approaches derived from the Quran and 
Sunnah Islamic state obligations checked. The provisions extracted from the original Islamic 
texts, analyzing the contents are based on Islamic rule duties are described. 



 

Literature review of Islamic government duties 

"Leadership, people and from vicious returns has it and about divine and performance and 
sentences religion and exactness the up." (Kesal of Sadough, Vole. 1, p. 295), according to sire 
practical imam Ali(AS) respect principled like selection authorities and brokers, consultation 
at affairs, people to be goals and protection from people, morality Islamic reward and 
punishment, division work, observance moderation and justice , science and recognition and 
awareness ratio to affairs and at finally control and supervision can lead to realization goals 
government heavenly like revival justice, teaching and training, supply the freedom and 
esteghlal and recovery situation subsistence people  and at finally esteem divine be. (Shah Abad 
and Zarin Nal, Vole. 3, No. 10, 2015) 

Phenomenon the corruption official nowadays to one dilemma world conversion by and 
managers and leaders societies efforts many and for a fight with it performance the day. On 
this basis familiarity with sire the leaders' religious to about majesty Ali (AS) collision with 
this problem, the can for managers and leaders societies today helpful is. overview short on 
sire the management majesty Ali (AS) testifying this is that a fight with corruption to special 
at among brokers government, one from priority working it majesty been is and they 
incidentally effort direction prevention from to existence coming corruption at society, to style 
of different such as "strengthening the faith and beliefs religious at among brokers", "change 
attitude brokers ratio to government and management", "removal brokers corrupt", "create 
system comprehensive supervision and control" with dilemma fundamental corruption official 
collision the out. (Khedmati, Vole. 11, No. 45, 2006) 

Some powers and duties of the government to explain about Islam and about the supreme 
leader's absence during some are restricted to around religious knowledge (al-Bayati, Legate 
state and the Islamic political system, p. 348) Some other, Islamic government functions to the 
hisba have summed it includes orphans and minors affairs on the one hand (Tabatabai, Shi'ite 
spirituality, pp. 57-58) no specific charge of social affairs, such as public endowments, are 
known. (al-Bayati, p. 352), but some believe that Islam is the absolute ruler of the province. 
(Imam Khomeini, Vole. 2, p. 55) and jurists departure has the same absolute rule absolute rule 
of the Imams (AS). (Naraqi, p. 188) 

Islamic ruler has the right to issue fatwas. (al-Bayati, Legate state and the Islamic political 
system, p. 358) the Islamic state has the right to be cost component hearts. (Ibn Rushd, Vole. 
1, p. 257) others supreme leader of the vela at Malek, Mohammed ibn bark, Qis ibn Obada 
have. (Khan sari, p. 86) some others, dispute resolution and litigation Muslim ruler regarded 
as a duty. (Shahristani, p. 478) 

Some jurists, they have all the duties of the prophet of Islam to prevail. (Khomeini, the Islamic 
state, p. 86) some Muslim rulers of the province, the province based on the principle of "imam 
la, but I crush" there has been no need to enumerate instances it considered its 
inclusion. (Tehrani, p. 58), allowing capture some supreme principle of all politics and society 
unless they know that the law is prohibited. Such as the prohibition of jihad 
leader elementary. (Gulpaigani, pp. 46- 47) 

Some maintain Islamic religion and execution of the tasks of governing have 
been counted. (Khonji Isfahanian i, p. 88) some great stages of implementation of tasks 
enjoining good and forbidding wrong Islamic rulers have been counted. But some of the 
purpose of the implementation of enjoining good and forbidding wrong are known. (Ibn Qaem 
Joziyeh, p. 238) 



Some tasks are enumerated Islamic state. (Mawardi, Ahkam alsoltanyeh, p. 27) have some to 
categorize tasks Islamic ruling (Khonji Isfahanian i, p. 74) and some of the duties of the ruling 
Sunni scholars of Islam according to the Islamic jurisprudence have chapters. (Ibn al-Farra, p. 
292) 

Some tasks and responsibility of government Islamic and check and have been classified. the 
intended purpose, beginning at one the look general and with use from traditions, duties 
government and at two axis affairs world and affairs religious enumerated; then with use from 
this discuss, important most responsibility of economic government and with approach 
historical check will out; the intended purpose, with study history activity of economic 
government Islam, duties economic government at six axis knows: 1. equip and allotment 
references financial (zakat; khums; trophy of war; tribute; taxes; and Anfal); 2. Run justice 
economic and prevent from round coming wealth of haram (forbidden usury, prohibited trade 
fainting, seizure prohibition, prohibition of bribery and prevention of hoarding); 3. Contact 
stability at market; 4. Contact construction and village; 5. Maintain esteghlal and security; 6. It 
to famous and injunction from denies. (Malek, No. 12) 

Government duty warning overall, prevention and hygiene mass and has it and in the face 
perpetration guilty her must punishment the. But people duty separation from sin and mass and 
responsible have and duty to injunction from denier are. many from devices governmental as 
components management urban at area duties your obligations and under the subject general 
and specifically, on responsibility people inputs and violation and from that mass treatment 
drawn and action committed and worthy punishment they know, but this devices according to 
regulation current country, own also has duties and obligations are that neglect to updated many 
from crime is. municipality, management jihad agriculture, office references normal, office 
culture and guidance Islamic office upbringing physical and ... sentence devices are that with 
citizenry the straight relationship have and customizable appropriate and operation unknown 
oblation some from this devices cause sent until part consumer considerable from file at device 
judicial related to this devices is. designing and place exponential buildings, attention to 
furniture urban and parks general, creation resort general at lands wild out from cities, 
determination privacy villages and implementation of designs conductor to prevention from 
offensive to lands agricultural and garden and determination privacy and specified the range 
lands national with planks warning a, spread spaces athletic and management on places athletic 
to way other profit holding celebration of national and religious with take more from full the 
times leisure, all and all from sentence actions is that on responsibility custodians management 
urban have and implementation of correct it the effectively at decrease mass play. (Emani and 
Kazemi, 2013) 

Government to express wishes and discretion to own the deals and sections of people from 
chapter obedience from but order decisions government and operating and performance. (Nisa, 
59) 

Government duty realization justice judicial and on responsibility has it and must citizenry and 
at implementation of justice must the. People also are bound to obey proceedings courts. Mirror 
all overview health each country and the final place of refuge and haven people each society 
formation judicial it country is. At controversy and hostilities, law court season been realization 
justice and assurance security and spread justice freedoms legitimate, subject to operation 
flashlights judiciary is. (Borzooei, 2016) 

Leaders and brokers system Islamic at equal people tasks have, this duties in the direction 
growth and sublimation servants god (Shaemi and others, 2015) role educative and protection 



john and property and honor they role moral and behavior of kargzaran government is. (Javadi 
Amelie, 190 and 194) 

Government at protection references biological duty has it and people from chapter cooperation 
on piety bound to help government are. Organizations governmental must with use from 
solutions presentation by at discuss management references human green plus on increase 
interest productivity, a step great at direction protection environment life and green become 
stop. (Abbasi and others, 2016) 

Government bound to presentation services favorable is and discuss at least service and 
maximum service to government proposed should not is. Pattern government at least with 
increase severe crisis of financial along been is that cost of weight on economy countries at 
now development and economy global imposition done is. During two 1980s and 1990s, 
inequality among the countries increase found and at most countries Eastern Europe and soviet 
formerly implementation of this pattern policy investment to increase severe poverty and 
inequality and inflation lead sent is. This consequences cause ditched from pattern government 
at least and welcome from pattern ruling good bye is. (Zabeti and others, 2016) 

Supply capital full the danger to business and work duty government is but continuity work 
and business duty the part private is. Many from company of young and innovation that role 
important at development economic the transfer technology increase capacity absorption 
knowledge have, from shortage financial pain the brand. This company and at different levels 
growth own from references financial differ use them. capital investment hazardous usually to 
the subject the most important source supply financial at levels growth start up and to account 
the comes but from because that this species capital mark, long time unreliable is, inclination 
capital investors to such capital investment fewer by is. Capital investment hazardous two 
Lettie to intended purpose protection from startup and development economic areas deprived 
and usually bad van expectation interest productivity to fill this gap encouragement 
entrepreneurship capital investment hazard of private designing by is. (Zargaran khozani, 2016) 

Creation platform for the electronic task of the government is. people should at framework of 
electronics activity a. nowadays presentation services such as banking, electronic, education 
books, trade books and health electronic at countries of the world's very common to be. At 
indeed, the books have dimensions and axes of the. (Aziz and Tabarsa, 2016) 

Management crisis the task of the government is. Cooperation at time crisis the task of every 
nation is. nowadays at organizations governmental management crisis organizational to as the 
process of found is that during this process organization effort cannot crisis the potential to 
identify and the nose is in front of the precautionary do not until the it into at least bring. 
Attitude traditional to management crisis instead of your own to attitude newer data and to 
recently attitude to the word change has been. by face to tomorrow should set oh you from 
plans and programs of action think with developments likely future at the organization set up 
and managers need about events possibility future thinking and fitness dealing with events prior 
to the nose not to business not so management crisis the necessity of the nose regularly and 
gaining fitness to deal with it right from issues internal and foreign the emphasis is that to 
seriously the reputation of profitability or existence of the threat cannot, therefore, recognize 
management crisis and the most important aspect of and approaches it for managers of 
organizations necessary is. (Astansaty and Lorry, 2015) 

Implementation of security information duty of the government is. The implementation of the 
system management security information to as one from measures essential for strategies to 
secure the following making of critical country. At face attacks electronic creation and 
development of the technical at opinion taken by the security space exchange of information, 



prevention from attacks and access by unauthorized by from lack observance issues of security, 
the damage caused from insecurity, supply confidentiality, integrity and the ability to access to 
communication and information from benefits implementation of this system is considered to 
be and the system management security information at organization of governmental the 
importance of that. (Astansaty and Danesh i, 2015) 

Promote accounting governmental for clarification of the information task of the government 
is. accounting traditional at the part general on items entrance and control spending at a course 
from time to focus the reform management the part general) NPM 3 (the traditional accounting 
to the answer and allocation efficient of variation has the role of new accounting requires a 
focus on the agricultural output, the size of achievements and determine the price of the full 
goods and services and also note to issues such as the assessment of performance, efficiency, 
cost saving cost and interest productivity can be at this way, the use of technology new 
accounting such as funding of programs, accounting accrual, indicators of performance and 
mechanisms for reporting budget of an undertaking is of importance is. (Biglar and Johnny, 
2015) 

Context of culture to develop tourism from the duties of the state is. at the scope of the 
regulation, program customizable national tourism, reform administrative, presentation 
services financial and non- financial and establish centers of property support and consultation 
oh you to fix with the highest priority are. As Wilayat areas role of cognitive government 
priority function of the context of cultural, then inform directory and at finally, advertising can 
be. (Pour Mohammadi Pasykhany and Abbasi, 2014) 

Realization state electronics from the duties of the state is. Evaluating the performance at 
facilitate effectiveness organization, a task important management references human as is. At 
years past to the evaluation of the performance given a lot of attention to that. To according to 
the experts a system of effective evaluation of the performance of the host from benefits to the 
organization and employees of granted there. Results research shows that that the use from 
system of government e- on recovery operation personnel management treatment province of 
Sistan and Baluchistan influence is. (Okathi and others, 2016) 

The field of economics, one from most areas of at life human and well. The arena from 
elementary _ the needs of human until the higher the concepts of human, as well as justice, 
social and, at on the take. The economic Islam with face oh you different from the rest of the 
economic world, as if to be careful performance be, ability to solve crisis the economic and 
problems beyond the communities Islamic it is. To order to carry out detailed rules at this 
system - including from this is a system of religion is or customary - one from the most functions 
of government, supervision the good performance rules at this the part it is. (Zare Bidaki, 2009) 

 

The legal rules governing the duties of the Islamic State 

1. The principle of human freedom and no one else has the right to govern itself unless god 
has allowed to rule. Islam has given permission to the rule of the jurisprudent. "Born Ahead 
Ali Ahead soon we spend because of lack of provincial or minus province, hakim al-faqih" 

2. Many tasks Islamic state in the non-believers are responsible for the formation of an Islamic 
state. "Wilayat Ali's departure." 

3. If the person is a relative, but like grandfather and father, they are private affairs prior to the 
supreme leader. But in social and political affairs of the supreme leader is the father and son 
both governments.  



4. Faqih during the occultation task of resolving disputes and implementation of Hudud and 
qisas and Diya is responsible. 

5.  Jurists' hisba cases where the government needs to be run and as a rule have astqsa. 
6. Islam is the state's obligation to maintain religious system. "The need to maintain demand. 
7. Persons lacking mental capacity madness and foolishness if they have occurred after birth, 

their administration is supreme.  
8. All functions of the supreme leader imam (as) there.  
9. Imam and the supreme leader but the province lacks all persons charged with "imam but i 

la but squashed" 
10. Muslim rulers are subject to possessions. 
11. When people evade debts, Islamic ruler decides instead of its liabilities in accordance with 

the rules of law and the payment order.  
 

Tasks of public administration in the constitution of the Islamic Republic of Iran 

The president of the Islamic Iran must be to achieve the goals mentioned in the second, all the 
facilities themselves have to work under the work win: 

1. Creation environment conducive to the growth of the virtues of morality on the basis of 
faith and Taghva and fight with all manifestations of corruption and ruin. 

2. Top raise the level of awareness of the public at all areas of the proper use from press and 
media in the group and means other. 

3. Training and training and training body free for all at all levels and facilitate and 
generalized education higher. 

4. Strengthen the spirit review and research and innovation at all fields of science, 
technology, and culture and Islamic from through the establishment of centers for research 
and encourage researchers. 

5. Rejection of all colonial and prevention from the influence of foreigners. 
6. Elimination of all forms of tyranny and authoritarianism and exclusiveness. 
7. Ensuring freedom of political and social at about law. 
8. Participation of public people at determine the fate of the political, economic, social and 

cultural own. 
9. Elimination of discrimination unfair and create opportunities fair for all, at all areas of 

material and spiritual. 
10. The creation of the office right and remove the organization of non- essential. 
11. Strengthen the full vigor of defense national from through training military general to 

maintain independence and integrity territorial and the Islamic state. 
12. Following the planned economic right and just in the criteria Islamic to create prosperity 

and elimination poverty and resolves to make any kind of suspension at the field of 
nutrition and housing and work and hygiene and generalized insurance. 

13. Providing self-sufficiency at sciences and arts and industry and agriculture and the military 
like this. 

14. Ensuring the rights of all round people from woman and man and create a secure legal for 
all and draws the public at against the law. 

15. Development and strengthen the brotherhood of Islam and cooperative general between 
all people. 

16. Set the policies of foreign countries on the basis of the criteria of Islam, obligation fraternal 
to all Muslims and support without hesitate from the oppressed of the world. (law basis 
republic Islamic Iran, the third) 

 



The duties of the executive branch in the constitution of the Islamic Republic of Iran 

1. The absolute clerical rule an Islamic state in all of its tenure and mutually everything is 
subject to duty. The constitution of the functions of the state and they are considered 
absolute legislative, executive and judiciary under the guardianship and has established 
leadership of the Ummah. (Islamic republic's constitution, the principle of one hundred 
and fifty seven) government in cases where employees are required to compensate the 
state. (Islamic republic's constitution, the principle of one hundred and seventy and first) 

2. The government must be for all people country program and facilities education system 
and on the principles of providing the ( Islamic republic's constitution, the principle of one 
hundred and fifty and i) 

3. The government should at time of peace from people and the equipment of the army at 
work relief, education, manufacturing and jihad construction, with respect fully the norms 
of justice of use (the Islamic republic's constitution, article forty seven) 

4. Signing treaties and conventions a company, agreed to a display and contracts government 
of Iran with other governments and the signing of related the union of the international 
post from the approval of the house of assembly of the head of the president or 
representative of the legal she is. (Islamic republic's constitution, the principle of one 
hundred and twenty-five) 

5. The government obliged the riches of from usury, extortion, bribery, embezzlement, theft, 
gambling, misuse use from endowments, misuse use from factoring and trading public sale 
of land uncultivated and reject, set up places of corruption and other cases of non- self to 
the and the owner the right to reject the and at if it is not she to Beit al-mal give. (Islamic 
republic's constitution, the forty-nine) 

6. The government will not be from no Iranian deprivation of citizenship is, if to request him 
or at if you are citizen of a country other turns. (Islamic republic's constitution, the forty-
first) 

7. A housing fits with need, the right of every person and family of Persia is. State duty is to 
respect the priority to those that need is in the rural and workers in the context of the 
implementation of this principle to provide a. (Islamic republic's constitution, the thirty-
first) 

8. State duty is a means of education and education free will for all people until the end of 
secondary provide it. (Islamic republic's constitution, article i) 

9. The government of the republic of Iran and Muslims are obliged to respect the people non- 
Muslims with moral good and installment and justice of action are and rights human them 
to abide by them. (Islamic republic's constitution, article xiv) 

10. Enjoyment from providing social from opinion retirement, unemployment, old age, 
disability, lack of supervision, at the decline, events and resumes, need to services health 
and therapeutic and care medicine in the form of insurance and etc., right to the public. 
State responsible is in accordance with the rules from place revenues public and revenues 
generated from involvement of people, services and support financial of the above and to 
one another people country supply a. (Islamic republic's constitution, the twenty and ix) 

11. State duty is to observe need of the jobs variety for all people the possibility of employment 
to work and conditions same as for established businesses to create them. (Islamic 
republic's constitution, the twenty-eighth) 

12. At republic of Iran invite to goodness, is the famous and injunction from deny the duty of 
the public and cross over the people than to each other, the government of the people and 
the people of the state. (Islamic republic's constitution, article viii) 



13. At republic of Iran freedom and independence and unity and the integrity of the territory 
of the country from each separation cannot be and protection their task state and the entire 
nation is. (Islamic republic's constitution, article ix) 

14. The government is obliged to women's rights in all respects in conformity with Islamic 
and guarantee to do the following: the establishment of a favorable environment for the 
growth of woman's personality and the restoration his spiritual rights, protection of 
mothers, particularly during pregnancy and child custody and support of orphans; create 
trial Saleh to protect and preserve the family; special insurance for widows and older 
women and orphans; granting custody of children worthy mothers, in order to protect the 
interests of absence, but prayer. (Islamic republic's constitution, article xxi) 

 

Summary and Conclusion 

Verses and Islamic and Iranian law has been referred to the duties of an Islamic state. The 
profiling of key words contained in texts, verses and hadiths Prime Search, then select and 
analyze, explain and describe the functions of government were to be extracted. The task of 
analyzing the contents of traditions has been done. In Islamic law, the rules of Islamic 
jurisprudence and Islamic history has also been proposed government functions. Methods to 
achieve the function of government can be raised by 12 approach. In this study, only the 
extraction tasks of the verses and traditions and principles of the constitution refers to the 
analysis of the issue and description of the functions. Variety of expression profiling of 
government and categorize them were expressed in the context of research. The rules of Islamic 
jurisprudence as to the legal rules governing the duties and role of the state is mentioned. In 
this study, 12 the principle of legal rules in this area was noted. 

Islamic State during the absence, at the time of the Infallible (AS) is very similar. Islamic State 
has an absolute duty to implement Islam revelation. Analysis, and mining duties Islamic State 
described the Islamic revelation about Islamic jurisprudence on the Islamic state. Judgment and 
resolve conflict between people using Islamic criteria another task of the state is Islam. Islamic 
State willow prayer and worship, such as Eid al-Fitr and Eid al-Adha prayers and the Friday 
Prayers and encourage people to perform the prayers. The government is obliged to collect 
Fey’, zakat, alms, Akhmas, Google and others. Islamic State during the primary duty of 
discretion and defense. But in the absence of the state is obliged to protect and defend Islam 
and the Muslim countries of the Muslims. Implementation of Islamic ethics, Islamic law and 
strengthen the implementation of Islamic beliefs and religious profiling of Muslim state is doubt 
thoughts. Keep the treasury, tending to the poor, poverty, help the wayfarer and components as 
well as some of the tasks hearts Islamic state. Duties of States of the Islamic government, 
Islamic goals can be achieved. Traditions sometimes pays to enumerate tasks. Some Islamic 
traditions refer to major Islamic duties. 

The constitution of the Islamic Republic of Iran, the supreme leader of the duties and powers 
of an absolute duty and 16 duties of Islam is for the government to fulfill the goals of Islamic 
government. (Constitution of the Islamic Republic of Iran, Principle III) the tasks between 
legislative, executive and judicial branch of government is divided and each share in the 
statutory duties specified. Other tasks for the government in principle has been 
considered. Such as the principles of the eighth, ninth , twenty-first , twenty-eight, fourteen, 
thirty, thirty-one, forty-one, forty-nine, one hundred and twenty five hundred and forty-
seven hundred And Fifty And First , one hundred And Seventy And One and one hundred and 
fifty seventh. 
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